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Particle behavior: Single-Photon Beam splitter
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Pictorial description: Concepts from Pictorial description: Concepts from 
QT applied to single eventsQT applied to single events

First beam splitter BSFirst beam splitter BSinput input sends sends ““photonsphotons”” along path 1 along path 1 
(S(S--polarized) or path 2 (Ppolarized) or path 2 (P--polarized), (or both 1 and 2 ?) polarized), (or both 1 and 2 ?) 

BSBSoutput output collects photons from both pathscollects photons from both paths

If V=0, EOM does nothing: The third beam splitter (WP) If V=0, EOM does nothing: The third beam splitter (WP) 
sends Psends P--photons to D1 and Sphotons to D1 and S--photons to D2 photons to D2 ParticleParticle--
like behaviorlike behavior

If VIf V≠≠0, EOM mixes P0, EOM mixes P--photons and Sphotons and S--photons: WP sends photons: WP sends 
PP--photons to D1 and Sphotons to D1 and S--photons to D2 photons to D2 WaveWave--like like 
behavior (interference)behavior (interference)



Pictorial description: ConclusionPictorial description: Conclusion

BUT: The decision to apply BUT: The decision to apply VV≠≠0 can be made during the 0 can be made during the 
time that the photon travels from BStime that the photon travels from BSinputinput to BSto BSoutputoutput

To explain the experimental facts, that is particleTo explain the experimental facts, that is particle--like like 
results if V=0results if V=0 and interference if Vand interference if V≠≠0, we have to accept 0, we have to accept 
that we can influence the nature (particle/wave) of the that we can influence the nature (particle/wave) of the 
photon photon in its PASTin its PAST

Sounds like a mystery or (bad) science fictionSounds like a mystery or (bad) science fiction

Task of science is to deTask of science is to de--mystify our observations, not to mystify our observations, not to 
cultivate mysteriescultivate mysteries



A way out ?A way out ?

Way out of this nonsensical conclusion: Quantum theory Way out of this nonsensical conclusion: Quantum theory 
has nothing to say about individual events, it predicts has nothing to say about individual events, it predicts 
averages onlyaverages only

Einstein (1949): Einstein (1949): ““The attempt to conceive the quantum The attempt to conceive the quantum 
mechanical description as the complete description of mechanical description as the complete description of 
individual systems leads to unnatural theoretical individual systems leads to unnatural theoretical 
interpretations, which become immediately unnecessary interpretations, which become immediately unnecessary 
if one accepts the interpretation that the description if one accepts the interpretation that the description 
refers to ensembles of systems and not to individual refers to ensembles of systems and not to individual 
systemssystems””



A way out? Not really A way out? Not really ……

““Way outWay out”” prevents us from making nonsensical prevents us from making nonsensical 
statements statements 

Unfortunately, it does not give a single clue as Unfortunately, it does not give a single clue as 
how to explain the fact that individual events are how to explain the fact that individual events are 
observed and, when collected over a sufficiently observed and, when collected over a sufficiently 
long time, yield averages that agree with long time, yield averages that agree with 
quantum theory.quantum theory.

Quantum measurement paradoxQuantum measurement paradox



A commonA common--sense solutionsense solution

What can we do if there is no What can we do if there is no ““theorytheory””??

Maybe later, we can make a theory for the Maybe later, we can make a theory for the 
simulation modelssimulation models

ExperimentTheory

Computer simulation



EventEvent--byby--event simulation of event simulation of 
quantum phenomenaquantum phenomena

Basic idea: Basic idea: ““ParticlesParticles”” are messengers that carry are messengers that carry 
messages (relative time, polarizationmessages (relative time, polarization……). ). 

Optical components are Optical components are ““processorsprocessors”” that that 
interpret and manipulate messagesinterpret and manipulate messages

Interference appears as a result of processingInterference appears as a result of processing
No direct communication between two messengersNo direct communication between two messengers
Satisfies intuitive (= EinsteinSatisfies intuitive (= Einstein’’s) notion of local s) notion of local 
causalitycausality



Basic ideaBasic idea

Construct processors for each of the Construct processors for each of the 
components in the experimentcomponents in the experiment

Components should be Components should be ““rere--usableusable””



Example: Polarizing beam splitterExample: Polarizing beam splitter

Classical electrodynamics Classical electrodynamics 
(Maxwell)(Maxwell)

““AlgorithmAlgorithm””
nnth messenger arrives at th messenger arrives at 
input input kknn
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Simulation resultsSimulation results

Excellent agreement with quantum theory!Excellent agreement with quantum theory!



Summary (1)Summary (1)

We have proven that there exists a We have proven that there exists a 
particleparticle--only description of Wheeleronly description of Wheeler’’s s 
delayeddelayed--choice experiments thatchoice experiments that

1.1.

 

Reproduces the averages calculated from Reproduces the averages calculated from 
quantum theoryquantum theory

2.2.

 

Satisfies EinsteinSatisfies Einstein’’s criteria of realism and local s criteria of realism and local 
causalitycausality

3.3.

 

Does not rely on any concept of quantum theoryDoes not rely on any concept of quantum theory
4.4.

 

Is not in conflict with common senseIs not in conflict with common sense



Summary (2)Summary (2)

The same The same ““componentscomponents”” have been used to have been used to 
simulatesimulate

SingleSingle--photon beamphoton beam--splitter and Machsplitter and Mach--ZehnderZehnder interferometer interferometer 
experimentsexperiments
Quantum cryptographyQuantum cryptography
Universal quantum computationUniversal quantum computation
WheelerWheeler’’s delayed choice experiments delayed choice experiment
Quantum eraser, singleQuantum eraser, single--photon quantum optics in general photon quantum optics in general 
EinsteinEinstein--PodolskyPodolsky--RosenRosen--BohmBohm experiments with photonsexperiments with photons
Optical properties of layered materials,Optical properties of layered materials,……
Single photon twoSingle photon two--slit experimentslit experiment

Published papers, demoPublished papers, demo’’s and additional information can be found s and additional information can be found 
on on www.compphys.net/dlmwww.compphys.net/dlm
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